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Abstract 

The integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta is a major national regional 
development strategy, and industrial collaboration is the core issue of the integration of 
the Yangtze River Delta. In order to promote the underdeveloped areas such as northern 
Anhui to keep up with the high-quality development pace of the Yangtze River Delta 
integration, the National Development and Reform Commission organized the relevant 
cities (districts) in Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang to work together to help eight cities in 
northern Anhui, and took industrial cooperation as a key task. Based on this, this paper 
first analyzes the mechanism of industrial cooperation in the twinning support 
relationship, and then analyzes the problems faced by industrial cooperation between 
twinning support cities in combination with the basis and status quo of industrial 
cooperation between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities in twinning support to eight 
cities in northern Anhui. Finally, we further propose the industrial cooperation path of 
Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities in twinning support to eight cities in northern 
Anhui, with a view to providing reference for promoting the deepening of industrial 
cooperation in the Yangtze River Delta region. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, under the background of economic downturn, the trend of anti-globalization 
and domestic economic differentiation have put forward higher requirements for China's 
economic development. With active economic development and strong innovation ability, the 
Yangtze River Delta is one of the important engines of China's economic development. Its 
economic development model plays an important role in leading and demonstrating China's 
economic transformation and development [1]. For a long time, the imbalance of regional 
development in China has been prominent. The regional economic gap in the Yangtze River 
Delta is the epitome of China's regional economic problems. The integration of the Yangtze 
River Delta is also one of the core frameworks of China's regional coordinated development. In 
2018, President Xi announced at the first China International Import Expo that supporting the 
integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta has become a national strategy. In 2022, the 
report of the 20th National Congress of the Communist Party of China again emphasized that 
"promoting the integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta" is an important part of 
"promoting regional coordinated development". With the support of national policies, the 
integration of the Yangtze River Delta has made new achievements. Compared with other 
provinces and cities in the Yangtze River Delta, Anhui has lagged behind and has become a weak 
point in the integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta, while northern Anhui, which 
has the largest population and the weakest economy, is a weak point in the economic 
development of Anhui. According to relevant data released by the Bureau of Statistics, in 2021, 
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the per capita GDP of the Yangtze River Delta region was 117,700 yuan, that of Anhui Province 
was 70,300 yuan, and that of northern Anhui was only 44,300 yuan. Anhui, especially northern 
Anhui, has a significant gap between its economic level and that of Shanghai, Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang, which restricts the progress of higher quality integrated development of the Yangtze 
River Delta. In order to promote the less developed areas such as northern Anhui to keep up 
with the high-quality development pace of the Yangtze River Delta integration, the National 
Development and Reform Commission issued the Implementation Plan of Shanghai Jiangsu 
Zhejiang City Pairing Cooperation to Assist Northern Anhui Cities in December 2021, and 
organized the pairing cooperation of relevant cities (districts) in Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang 
to help eight cities in northern Anhui to further stimulate the endogenous development 
momentum of northern Anhui. Pairwise assistance will become the key to enhance the 
momentum of high-quality development in northern Anhui, and industrial cooperation is the 
basis for bilateral economic cooperation. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to 
explore the industrial cooperation and development path between Shanghai, Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang cities and eight cities in northern Anhui under the relationship of pair assistance. 

Scholars have carried out a lot of in-depth research on pairing assistance and regional industrial 
cooperation. As for pairing assistance, it can be traced back to 1979 when the Central 
Government proposed to provide counterpart support to border areas and ethnic minority 
areas at the National Border Work Conference. Since then, the policy of counterpart support 
has been formally proposed and finalized [2]. The policy has experienced more than 40 years 
of development, from counterpart support to pairing assistance and then gradually evolved into 
pairing cooperation. Some scholars believe that "counterpart support", "pairing assistance" and 
"pairing cooperation" are just different statements in different periods and policy documents, 
and their essence is the same. They are all guided by the government to establish a long-term 
and stable assistance relationship between economically developed regions and economically 
underdeveloped regions [3, 4]. Some scholars have studied the poverty alleviation effect and 
development trend of counterpart assistance policies. Liu Xuemin (2019) [5] believed that 
under the policy of counterpart assistance, poverty alleviation industrial clusters promoted the 
rapid development of industries in poor areas and vigorously promoted the process of 
removing the hat from poor counties. Wang Lei (2018) [6] pointed out that counterpart support 
should have both the mandatory feature of "top-down" through administrative instructions and 
the demand-oriented feature of "bottom-up" after fully understanding the needs of local 
residents. Some scholars try to use quantitative analysis to evaluate the efficiency of assistance 
policies. Liu Jinshan (2017) [7] and Zhang Shuangyue (2018) [8] took counterpart aid to 
Xinjiang and Tibet as their research objects respectively, and empirically tested the positive 
impact of counterpart aid policies on economic growth in Xinjiang and Tibet. 

As for regional industrial cooperation, scholars have conducted research from different 
perspectives. Some scholars explore the regional industrial cooperation mode under different 
cooperation subjects. Sun Dongqi (2012) [9] proposed three types of industrial cooperation 
models dominated by government, enterprises and industry associations, analyzed the 
advantages and disadvantages of the three models and combined with the actual situation of 
Jiangsu and Shandong, and believed that the inter-regional industrial cooperation should not 
only focus on the market and enterprises, but also the government should play a leading role. 
Pei Xueliang (2017) [10] conducted an empirical study on the selection of industrial 
cooperation modes between Fujian and Taiwan, and pointed out that industrial cooperation 
can be divided into vertical and horizontal cooperation modes, which mainly include three 
types of cooperation: industrial coordination, transfer and industrial upgrading. Some scholars 
have studied the influencing factors of regional industrial cooperation. Chen Xiqiang (2017) [11] 
found that government intervention and regional integration had no significant impact on 
regional division and cooperation of manufacturing industry without considering the impact of 
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identity governance, and the interaction of the two promoted regional division and cooperation 
of manufacturing industry under the condition of considering the impact of identity governance. 
Zhang Youguo (2020) [12], starting from the gradient transfer theory, found that the industrial 
transfer model has gradually had a significant impact on the reconstruction of the industrial 
gradient advantage of the Yangtze River Economic Belt. 

Through sorting out and analyzing relevant literature, it can be seen that there are rich 
researches on pairing assistance and regional industrial cooperation, and there are many 
theoretical and empirical results, but few scholars combine the two to study industrial 
cooperation under the twinning assistance relationship. Based on this, this paper first analyzes 
the mechanism of industrial cooperation in the twinning support relationship, and then 
analyzes the problems faced by industrial cooperation between twinning support cities in 
combination with the basis and status quo of industrial cooperation between Shanghai, Jiangsu 
and Zhejiang cities in twinning support to eight cities in northern Anhui. Finally, we further 
propose the industrial cooperation path of Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities in twinning 
support to eight cities in northern Anhui, with a view to providing reference for promoting the 
deepening of industrial cooperation in the Yangtze River Delta region. 

2. Analysis of the Mechanism of Industrial Cooperation in the Pair Aid 
Relationship 

In the process of helping the two sides to carry out economic cooperation in pairs, if there is no 
market or government promotion, it will be difficult to stand alone. The formation and 
development of industrial cooperation is also the same. In the pairing assistance relationship, 
market demand as the internal force and government guidance as the external force, jointly 
promote the deepening of industrial cooperation. 

2.1. Internal driving force -- market demand 

The regional comparative advantages of the two regions, industrial correlation and 
complementarity, industrial division of labor and the support of infrastructure network jointly 
promote the generation of market demand. 

2.1.1. Regional comparative advantages 

Comparative advantage is the premise of industrial cooperation between different regions. On 
the basis of differences in the endowment of production factors and industrial advantages, 
different regions can establish distinctive and interdependent industrial cooperation systems 
linked by the market [13]. The industrial cooperation between regions can be seen as the 
transaction of their own industrial resources between two cities. Cities with superior resources 
can transport corresponding resources to cities with relatively weak resources of this kind. The 
two parties that help each other in pairs can divide their work and exchange their resources 
according to their own resource advantages, making the most effective use of their resources, 
labor and capital, so as to achieve common industrial development [14]. Under the background 
of the integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta, the cities of Shanghai, Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang enjoy rapid economic development, with capital, technology and talents as their 
advantages, while northern Anhui has broad development space, with good ecological 
resources and abundant labor force as its advantages. Only by promoting the combination of 
the advantages of both sides and accelerating the formation of a community of economic 
interests, can the industrial cooperation and coordinated development be better realized. 

2.1.2. Industrial correlation and complementarity and industrial division 

Industrial correlation and complementarity are the necessary conditions for industrial 
cooperation in different regions. Theconnection between related industries in terms of 
products, technology, investment and other aspects between regions have made it possible for 
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the industrial cooperation between the two sides. While carrying out industrial cooperation, 
they will further strengthen the links between their industries in terms of products, technology, 
investment and other aspects, which can promote the coordinated development of related 
industries. In addition, industrial complementarities among regions can also promote 
industrial cooperation. The differences in factor endowments, industrial development stages, 
industrial structure levels and other aspects in different regions determine that they have 
certain complementarities in the industry. Different regions produce different advantageous 
industries based on different resource advantages, laying an important foundation for 
industrial cooperation. In addition, reasonable industrial division is also one of the basic 
conditions for regional industrial cooperation. With the development of the integration of the 
Yangtze River Delta, the economic interdependence among provinces and cities is further 
deepened. If each region only pursues self-interest and forms its own system, it will not be able 
to establish a good industrial cooperation relationship. Therefore, reasonable industrial 
division and cooperation among regions are more necessary to achieve the optimization of 
individual benefits and regional overall interests. 

2.1.3. Support of infrastructure network  

Industrial cooperation needs to have certain carriers and conditions. To carry out industrial 
cooperation between different regions, various resources such as material, capital and 
information need to be exchanged and shared. A sound infrastructure network becomes the 
carrier for these resources to achieve spatial displacement. Due to the characteristics of large 
capital investment, long payback period and obvious social benefits of infrastructure, it is 
impossible to rely mainly on a local government to undertake and organize. It often requires 
joint development and construction of adjacent areas to avoid the lack of supporting 
construction and low efficiency of operation. Among all kinds of infrastructure, transportation 
infrastructure plays an important role in the circulation of upstream and downstream products 
of the industry. The continuous improvement of transportation infrastructure between regions 
is more conducive to various forms of resource flows, so as to strengthen the connection 
between industries in different regions and promote the deepening of industrial cooperation. 
In the process of industrial cooperation in the Yangtze River Delta region, the construction of 
transportation infrastructure plays a key role. With the Shanghai-Ningbo, Shanghai-Nanjing 
and other transportation trunk lines as the axis and the Yangtze River Golden Waterway as the 
belt, the Yangtze River Delta region has basically built a comprehensive transportation system 
with railways, highways and the Yangtze River Golden Waterway as the main channels to adapt 
to the integrated economic development. The Yangtze River Delta has gradually expanded from 
the integration of transportation infrastructure to information, energy and other directions, 
and the infrastructure network support for industrial cooperation is constantly strengthened. 

2.2. External impetus -- government guidance 

The essence of industrial cooperation under the pairing support relationship is an 
administrative behavior. Through government orders and policy guidance, factors of 
production can converge from developed regions to underdeveloped regions. The government 
is undoubtedly the most important guide. Under the framework of pairing assistance, no matter 
what form of industrial cooperation is carried out, it is inseparable from the deep participation 
of local governments. Under the macro guidance of the central policy, local governments need 
to reach an effective consensus based on their own interests and the common interests of both 
sides, and establish a long-term and stable cooperative relationship by means of agreement 
contracts or benefit sharing cooperation mechanisms, so as to promote the smooth 
development of industrial cooperation between the two parties[15]. Under the guidance of 
multiple policies and incentives of local governments, enterprises actively carry out cross 
regional joint cooperation according to their own development needs, so as to help the two 
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sides to be more closely connected in relevant industrial cooperation. The policy guidance of 
the government is an important factor to help the industrial cooperation between the two sides 
to continuously upgrade and evolve. It ultimately acts on the industrial cooperation through 
macro-control planning, and is the external power to promote and help the two sides to deepen 
industrial cooperation. 

3. The Foundation and Current Situation of Industrial Cooperation in 
which Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang Cities Pair up to Help Eight Cities 
in Northern Anhui 

3.1. Basis of industrial cooperation 

3.1.1. Differences in economic conditions and industrial structure development 

From the perspective of regional GDP, the cities in Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang are far 
superior to the cities in northern Anhui on the whole, and there is a big gap between the cities 
in northern Anhui and those in Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang in terms of development level. 
In particular, the cities in Jiangsu and Zhejiang that participate in the assistance are the most 
economically developed cities in the two provinces, which can bring capital, talent, technology 
and other help to the cities in northern Anhui. Although the GDP gap between the three districts 
of Shanghai and the supported cities in northern Anhui is not large, the formation of the 
partnership between the two sides is not only based on the gap in the total economic output, 
nor is industrial cooperation based on the simple input of funds. What is more important is the 
learning of advanced concepts and working methods in the process of cooperation. Shanghai's 
assistance to the cities in northern Anhui should be more reflected in the output of development 
concepts, development experience and other aspects. From the perspective of industrial 
structure, the development stage of cities in northern Anhui lags behind that of cities in 
Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang. The primary industry accounts for a relatively heavy 
proportion, and the development of secondary and tertiary industries is restricted in northern 
Anhui. Compared with the cities in Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang, which have entered the post-
industrialization stage, the cities in northern Anhui are still in the middle and late stage of 
industrialization, and there is still a large space for development.The obvious gap between the 
economic volume and the industrial structure, to some extent, determines the basic pattern of 
industrial division between the two sides. 

3.1.2. Comparison of resource advantages 

There are some similarities and complementarities between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang 
cities and the eight cities in northern Anhui. The similarity of resource advantages can promote 
the formation of industrial linkages and division of labor. For example, Fengxian District and 
Bozhou both have resource advantages in the pharmaceutical industry, and their industrial 
cooperation focuses on the field of traditional Chinese medicine. Xuzhou and Huaibei are both 
resource-based cities, and industrial transformation is a common topic of both sides. As a model 
of resource-based city transformation and development, Xuzhou's experience may help Huaibei 
get rid of the predicament of resource depletion and achieve transformation and development. 
Hangzhou and Suzhou, one is a "city of digital economy" and the other is a cloud computing 
center in East China, so their industrial cooperation focus on information technology industries 
such as intelligent manufacturing. The similarity of resource endowments brings about the 
convergence of industrial development. The two sides can carry out industrial chain layout 
around related industries, form a reasonable vertical and horizontal division of labor, and 
promote the coordinated development of industries. The difference of resource advantages is 
the basis of complementary development of industries of both sides. The cities in Shanghai, 
Jiangsu and Zhejianghave relatively advanced manufacturing and modern service industries. 
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Northern Anhui is an important grain production and storage base with rich agricultural 
resources. Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities can drive the development of relevant 
industries in northern Anhui through industrial transfer. Northern Anhui can rely on existing 
agricultural parks and standardized production bases to build a number of high-quality 
agricultural product supply bases for Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang. For example, Suzhou and 
Fuyang, Suzhou is national important manufacturing bases, and Fuyang is a famous Jianghuai 
granary and a large national commodity grain and meat base. Fuyang actively undertakes the 
industrial transfer from Suzhou, which can drive the common development of the two 
industries. At the same time, Fuyang is also accelerating the construction of a long triangle 
green agricultural product production, processing and supply base, which can realize resource 
complementarity in agricultural product supply. 

3.1.3. Powerful guarantee of policies 

Policy support is an important driving force to promote industrial cooperation. Under the 
framework of the Implementation Plan for Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang Cities Pairing 
Cooperation to Help Cities in Northern Anhui issued by the National Development and Reform 
Commission, each city has also actively introduced corresponding policies to promote the 
development of industrial cooperation between the two sides. 

3.2. Status quo of industrial cooperation 

Since the release of the Implementation Plan for Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang Cities Pairing 
Cooperationto Help Cities in Northern Anhui, all regions have responded positively and 
achieved some preliminary results in industrial cooperation. Among them, Nanjing and 
Chuzhou, Xuzhou and Huaibei, due to their close geographical location and industrial 
integration, have a good foundation for cooperation and the industrial cooperation has been 
carried out smoothly and rapidly. The industrial cooperation between Nanjing and Chuzhou 
has been going on for a long time. The degree of industrial relevance in the fields of intelligent 
household appliances, equipment manufacturing, new chemical industry and other fields has 
gradually increased, especially in the field of rail transit equipment. The two cities have formed 
a production cooperation system with high and low matching and complete chain. The 
mechanism for deepening industrial cooperation in the industrial field of Nanjing and Chuzhou 
has also been established. Huaibei, on the other hand, relies on its rich resource endowments 
and regional advantages to communicate frequently with Xuzhou enterprises, talents and 
technical elements, and has undertaken a large number of industrial transfers from Xuzhou. At 
present, there are more than 100 enterprises of Xuzhou nationality in Huaibei, and about 40% 
of enterprises in Duanyuan Town, Duji District have undertaken industrial transfers from 
Xuzhou.Due to geographical location and other reasons, there was little industrial cooperation 
between other twinning cities, and the corresponding cooperation foundation was lacking. At 
present, their industrial cooperation is still in the initial stage. At this stage, the work is basically 
around the site selection and construction of the cooperative park, the introduction and signing 
of key projects, and the cooperation and docking of relevant government departments, and has 
also achieved relatively obvious results. For example, Minhang and Huainan’s Yingzhong 
Intelligent Electronic Terminal Industrial Park with a total investment of 2 billion yuan, 
Zhongzhe Huainan High tech Industrial Park with a total investment of 2 billion yuan and other 
projects have successfully signed contracts; Shanghai Heshi Investment, Furande Automobile, 
Hongming Electronics and other outstanding "Shanghai merchants" invested in Lu'an. Fengxian 
and Bozhou, Suzhou and Fuyang actively carried out the production and marketing of green 
agricultural products; Hangzhou and Suzhou actively promote the layout of Hangzhou leading 
enterprises in Suzhou, and accelerate the building of industrial clusters such as intelligent 
manufacturing and green food; Bengbu and Ningbo have repeatedly negotiated and decidedto 
select Bengbu (Guzhen) Tongling Modern Industrial Park as the site for the inter-provincial 
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Industrial Cooperation Park, focusing on building three leading industries: new materials, 
equipment manufacturing and electronic information. It can be seen that the industrial 
cooperation of each pair of cities has gradually entered the right track, a large number of 
projects are being promoted, and relevant policies are being implemented in an orderly manner. 

3.3. Problems in industrial cooperation between Shanghai, Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang cities and eight cities in northern Anhui 

3.3.1. Incomplete hardware and software facilities for industrial cooperation 

When industrial cooperation is carried out in different regions, in addition to production factors, 
software and hardware environments such as platform construction and business environment 
are also important influencing factors. Industrial cooperation parks are important carriers for 
regional industrial cooperation. At present, the construction of inter-provincial industrial 
cooperation parks in northern Anhui is being accelerated. The cooperation parks are in the 
stage of rapid development and growth, and their demand for supporting policies, land 
indicators, fund financing, infrastructure and other elements is increasing and strengthening. 
However, the professional services, various supporting facilities, and operation and 
management level within the parks cannot match their rapid development needs [16], which 
has restricted the deepening development of industrial cooperation to a certain extent. In 
addition, the business environment is also an important factor affecting the industrial transfer, 
and a large drop in the business environment may lead to the transfer of enterprises not fit with 
the soil. Compared with Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities, the actual business environment 
in northern Anhui has a large gap, which may not form enough attraction for the settlement of 
related enterprises. 

3.3.2. The system and mechanism of industrial cooperation are not perfect 

Due to the long-standing administrative barriers, the local system standards between northern 
Anhui and Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities have not been unified. In the fields of market 
access, qualification recognition, regulatory standards and public services, the standards and 
procedures implemented are quite different. The flow of talents, technologies and other 
elements required for industrial cooperation between different regions has been hindered to a 
certain extent [17]. It will cause a series of problems such as difficulty in data sharing and talent 
exchange, and may aggravate the mismatch between industrial projects and factors after the 
inter-provincial transfer of industries. In addition, the ultimate goal of industrial cooperation is 
benefit sharing, and both parties expect to benefit from it. If only oneparty benefits, the 
cooperation will lack sustainability. As the inter-provincial interest coordination and sharing 
mechanism has not yet been established, there is economic competition among the provinces 
and cities in the Yangtze River Delta, and the power for common development is insufficient. 
There is a lack of incentive mechanism for industrial transfer and division of labor cooperation. 
Most provinces tend to carry out industrial transfer from economically developed regions 
within the province to relatively underdeveloped regions, and the transfer of funds and 
industries outside the province is not active [18]. At present, the cross-regional and deep-level 
industrial linkage and benefit sharing mechanism between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang 
cities and the eight cities in northern Anhui is still in the exploration stage. There is a 
phenomenon of "one side is hot, one side is cold". Under the condition of fragmented 
management system and local interests, it is difficult to form a joint force for industrial 
cooperation and development. 

3.3.3. Too much government dominance and insufficient market power 

Government leadership can enable different types of regions to form an overall force to achieve 
a state of mutual coordination, produce more significant cooperation performance, solve 
problems that cannot be solved by the market mechanism, correct the negative impact of 
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market failure, and also provide a development direction for industrial cooperation between 
different regions [19]. However, the rapid development of the industry is based on the market 
demand. The government policy support can only form a driving role to a certain extent, and 
the market leading is the most fundamental power source of regional industrial cooperation. 
The formation and development of industrial cooperation must have both objective conditions 
and internal needs [20]. If the market subjects do not have the willingness to cooperate 
voluntarily, then the industrial cooperation in this case is just a task that the government issues 
documents requiring enterprises to cooperate passively, and this unilateral request of the 
government often fails to achieve the expected goals of all parties to the cooperation. At present, 
the industrial cooperation between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities and the eight cities in 
northern Anhui is mainly promoted by the government, and the market power is lacking. In 
order to carry out the industrial cooperation effectively for a long time, the market will be more 
needed to dominate the relevant industrial cooperation in the future. 

4. Exploring the Industrial Cooperation Path of Shanghai, Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang Cities to Help Eight Cities in Northern Anhui 

In order to further promote the development of industrial cooperation under pairing assistance, 
combined with the analysis of the current situation and problems of industrial cooperation 
between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities and eight cities in northern Anhui, this paper 
puts forward the following three countermeasures and suggestions for the development path 
of their future industrial cooperation. 

First, take the joint construction of the park platform as the starting point, and accelerate the 
upgrading of the hardware and software support for industrial cooperation. Both partners 
should be encouraged to take the co-construction of parks as a way to promote industrial 
cooperation, with positive land indicators, tax policies and other policy advantages tilted 
towards the co-construction of parks. They should integrate the resources of various assistance 
projects and industrial development funds of the two sides, and focus on optimizing and 
upgrading the conditions of the park and surrounding transportation, communication, power 
grid and so on. Relying on the industrial parks that have been built or are under construction 
at present, actively build a cooperation platform for integrated operation, and explore various 
industrial cooperation modes such as "enclave parks" and "parks in parks" through joint 
construction of parks. At the same time, they should actively build a platform for industry 
transfer supply and demand information docking and consultation, optimize the business 
environment, improve the development, construction and management level of the cooperative 
park, and improve its industrial undertaking capacity. 

Second, break through had ministrative barriers and promote the innovation of industrial 
cooperation system and mechanism. The existence of administrative barriers has hindered the 
rational flow of production factors among regions. To deepen the industrial cooperation 
between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities and the eight cities in northern Anhui, we must 
break through the institutional barriers. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the reform and 
innovation of the system and mechanism, break the administrative barriers to industrial 
cooperation and enterprise mobility between pairing and helping cities, establish an industrial 
coordinated development mechanism, promote the supporting cooperation of the industrial 
chain between pairing and helping cities, improve the systems of benefit sharing, dispute 
resolution, consultation and compensation, form an all-round and multi-level work promotion 
mechanism, and lay a good foundation for high-level long-term cooperation to facilitate the 
formulation and implementation of policies related to industrial cooperation between the two 
sides. 
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Third, cultivate market momentum and promote all parties to work together. At present, the 
industrial cooperation between Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang cities and the eight cities in 
northern Anhui mainly depends on government input, but this input is affected by the policy 
environment and regional interests. With the development of market-oriented economy, the 
current situation of excessive government dominance should be changed, a cooperation 
mechanism of "government guidance and enterprise dominance" should be established, and 
social forces should be introduced to participate in the industrial cooperation. Enterprises and 
public institutions of the two sides should be encouraged to establish multi-level industrial 
cooperation independently and voluntarily based on the principle of complementary 
advantages and mutual benefit. At the same time, it is important to actively integrate the 
industrial resources, R&D resources and advantageous resources of the two partners, explore 
the establishment of an innovation system for in-depth integration of industry, university and 
research, and move towards all-round cooperation from enterprise to enterprise, industry to 
industry, and industry chain to industry chain. 
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